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LEGISLATIVE EFFORTS TO CONTROL CHILD ABUSE IN WASHINGTON

A newly-enacted Washington law\(^1\) permits, and attempts to encourage, the reporting of cases of physical child abuse to law enforcement agencies by physicians and dentists. Upon receipt of such a report, it is made the “duty” of the law enforcement agency to investigate and refer the case to the juvenile court. The new law provides that any person making such a report shall be immune from civil liability that he might have otherwise incurred for reporting the incident. The new law further provides that the physician-patient communication privilege shall not be a ground for excluding evidence in any judicial proceeding resulting from a report pursuant to the act. The statutory requirement of consent before a husband or wife can testify against his or her spouse is also suspended as to criminal proceedings in which the spouse is accused of committing a crime against his or her child.

The new law amends Washington Revised Code section 5.60.060, which had read in part: “(4) A regular physician or surgeon shall not, without the consent of his patient, be examined in a civil action as to any information acquired in attending such patient, which was necessary to enable him to prescribe or act for the patient.” The new law adds the following: “.... but this exception shall not apply in any judicial proceeding regarding a child’s injuries, neglect or sexual abuse, or the cause thereof.” Prior to amendment, the statute—when read in conjunction with Washington Revised Code section 10.58.010\(^2\)—was held to require an accused patient’s consent before his physician could testify in a criminal action as to a confidential communication.\(^3\) Under the new enactment, a patient may no longer effectively object to a physician’s testimony in any judicial proceeding resulting from a report made pursuant to the child abuse statute.

An additional amendment to section 5.60.060 allows one spouse to testify against the other in a criminal proceeding resulting from child abuse. The statute had provided that neither spouse, without the consent of the other, could be “examined as to any communication

---

2 This statute provides that the rules of evidence in civil actions “so far as practicable” shall apply in criminal prosecutions.
made by one to the other during marriage." The Washington Supreme Court has held that acts can be communications, and the beating of a child by one parent might well have been considered a privileged communication to the other. The possibility of such a result is foreclosed by the new statute.

Under Washington case law prior to enactment of the child abuse law, a report by a physician which falsely imputed to a parent or some other person the crime of assault would have been libelous per se. The child abuse law apparently grants the reporting physician immunity, even though the report be intentionally false.

In the past few years, the serious nature of the child abuse problem has become more and more widely recognized. At least twenty-one states have preceded Washington in some sort of legislative attempt to combat the problem. General agreement exists that some type of legislation is required; the only question is how to make the law most effective. Significantly, the Washington child abuse law is permissive, and does not require the physician or dentist to report. Three other bills relating to child abuse were introduced in the 1965 session of the

---

4 WASH. REV. CODE § 5.60.060, as amended, now reads in pertinent part:

(1) A husband shall not be examined for or against his wife, without the consent of the wife... without the consent of the husband; nor can either during marriage or afterward be, without the consent of the other, examined as to any communication made by one to the other during marriage. But this exception shall not apply to a civil action or proceeding by one against the other, nor to a criminal action or proceeding for a crime committed by one against the other, nor to a criminal action or proceeding for a crime committed by said husband or wife against any child of whom said husband or wife is the parent or guardian. (amendment italicized.)


6 Cf. State v. Grasser, 60 Wn.2d 343, 374 P.2d 149 (1962), in which it was held that a wife could not testify against her husband, without his consent, in a criminal action charging him with non-support of minor children. In 1963 the legislature enacted WASH. REV. CODE § 26.20.071, which suspended the privilege against disclosure in non-support or family desertion actions. See Rieke, Domestic Relations, Washington Legislation—1963, 38 WASH. L. REV. 482 (1963).


Washington legislature. One of these bills would have made a doctor's failure to report a suspected case of child abuse or neglect a misdemeanor, while the other two bills would have made such a failure a gross misdemeanor. A few states have already made criminal a physician's failure to report suspected child abuse. Insufficient experience with the new statutes makes it hazardous to generalize, but the Washington legislature apparently believed that results can be achieved without imposing criminal sanctions on doctors. In any event, the creation of a new and passive crime, complete with mere knowledge, at the expense of physicians, who treat rather than inflict the injuries, is of questionable desirability at best.

The exception to the physician-patient communication privilege created by the new law, while highly commendable in purpose, is of doubtful significance. The present statutory privilege was intended for the benefit of the patient so that he would be encouraged to disclose his ailments to a physician in order to receive proper treatment. This rationale does not support application of the privilege in aid of a defendant's efforts to suppress communications from the victim of the crime to his physician, and the court would have been unlikely to approve such an application. If, however, information imparted by an accused is desired to be made available, Washington Revised Code section 10.52.020—unchanged by the child abuse law—still shields a physician from being compelled to testify as to any information received, by virtue of his profession, from a defendant. To the degree that the new law does make testimony from doctors more readily available, there can be little meaningful objection on the basis of the physician-patient privilege. This privilege has been the subject of much criticism, and thirteen states have no such provision.

Perhaps the most significant innovation of the new law is the immunity granted the reporting physician from civil liability for defamation. This provision, properly publicized, could be effective in encouraging
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reports of child abuse. Reporting will lead to investigation and, if necessary, prosecution. The ultimate result should be to decrease the incidence of the phenomenon of the battered child.